Corporate Volunteer Suggested Clothing List 2019
We have provided a list of clothing which would be suitable to wear on one of our
corporate volunteer days.
The weather here at Marwell can be unpredictable and our days will run regardless of
the weather, you will get dirty. Please make sure you dress appropriately and bring a
spare set of clothes that you can change in to at the end of your day.
Please use this suggested clothing list as a guide when visiting our venue.


Sturdy Footwear
o
o
o

Steel toe capped boots – If you own them.
Work boots are preferable.
Walking shoes, boots or welly boots are good alternatives.

* If your task is digging related or in a location where the ground may be wet, please bring
welly boots. If your initial task isn’t digging related, but you have welly boots, it is advised you
bring them just in case you move to a different location throughout the day. *


Trousers – Shorts are not advisable.




Jumpers/sweat tops/fleeces
Base layer (eg. thermal top in winter)



Waterproof coat / cagoule



Gloves (winter)

o

o
o
o






Cargo, combat, sports etc. These will dry off quicker than jeans.

Layers will help in colder conditions.
Also, waterproof trousers if you have them.
You will be provided with gardening gloves.

Wool hat (winter)
Sunhat (summer)
Personal medication
o i.e. antihistamines, inhaler, tablets etc
Suncream/sunblock (summer)
Any of your own PPE kit
o

You are welcome to bring your own PPE kit to the day.

This is our suggested clothing list, please try to keep to these as much as you can.
You will be working out in the zoo or surrounding grounds regardless of weather
conditions. There is a potential that your group may get wet, cold, muddy etc. There’s
no such thing as bad weather, but rather bad clothing. Please bring appropriate
clothing for your visit, particularly warm and waterproof items.
If you have company tshirts, high vis vests etc, you are welcome to bring these to
wear during your day. Perfect for that photo opportunity!

Andy Welsh
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